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The laboratory at the Mary Rose Museum Mary Rose Trust
A new guide, Space for Learning, is launched today with top tips on creating inspirational learning
spaces in museums and galleries and built and natural heritage sites.

A consortium of 14 partners, including the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), the Royal Institute of British
Architects and the Clore Duffield Foundation, has come together to create the publication.  It
provides essential guidance on all aspects of designing cultural learning spaces, including practical
elements such as furniture storage, technology, lighting, and working with architects.

Carole Souter CBE, Chief Executive of HLF, said: “Even the most beautifully designed and
equipped learning spaces need properly trained staff to make them really effective. At the last
count, we have funded 800 spaces for learning and more than 1,300 learning officers, three times
the number quoted in the original edition of Space for Learning. None of this would have been
possible without National Lottery players continuing to buy tickets so we owe them a big thank
you.”

Current research shows that learning spaces within cultural and heritage organisations are
important with 69% of children visiting a museum, gallery or heritage site every year and most also
using learning spaces during that time.
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Dame Vivien Duffield, Chairman of the Clore Duffield Foundation, said: “We have funded more than
50 Clore Learning Spaces in museums, galleries, heritage sites and cultural organisations, and we
know from long experience how hard they are to get right, and how easy it is to make mistakes with
practical details such as sinks, storage and flooring. This new resource is an invaluable ‘how to’
guide, and we are so grateful to all those who have shared their expertise, wisdom and
experiences – good and bad – for the benefit of others.”

The Space for Learning handbook is available at the Space for Learning website. Join in the
conversation on Twitter: #SpaceforLearning.

Efallai y bydd gennych chi ddiddordeb hefyd mewn ...

The learning space at the Hepworth Gallery
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http://www.spaceforlearning.org.uk/
https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%23SpaceforLearning&src=typd


New practical design guide for cultural and heritage learning
spaces launched at RIBA 

Space for Learning, a new guide to creating inspirational learning spaces in museums, galleries
and built and natural heritage sites, will be launched at RIBA today (13 October).
13/10/2015
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